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Unlike the early Presocratics (Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes) , the
thinkers between 550 and 450 B.C. (Pythagoras, Xenophanes, Heraclitus,
Parmenides, Empedocles) all had the ambition of being enlighteners. In
their endeavors, some even invoked divine assistance and authority
(Pythagoras, Parmenides, Empedocles).
The traveling sage Xenophanes of Colophon lived a long life of at least
ninety-five years (ca. 570-475). He himself attests to his writing elegiac
poetry at the age of ninety-two (B 8 Diels-Kranz). Of his rich harvest,
however, only 120 lines survive. They fall into three categories, (i) A
philosophical poem in hexameters, probably called Tlepl cpvaios andvTwv
("On the essence of all things"), dealing with God, with human know-
ledge, and with natural phenomena (only 28 lines are extant). (2) At least
four or five books of UlWoi, short parodies in hexameters and iambics,
ridiculing almost everybody: Homer and Hesiod, Epimenides (B 20),
Pythagoras (B 7), Simonides (B 21), Lasos of Hermione (A 16), and
others (only 24 lines survive). (3) The lion's share, however, belongs to
Xenophanes' elegiac poetry (with 68 extant lines). This is a poetry of
exhortation and good advice, and I think it is this TrapaiveriKov yevos
which enabled the wandering sage to keep soul and body together, while
traveling from one Greek city to another and reciting his practical philosophy
in verse-form, all the way from Colophon and Paros to Zancle, Catana, and
the rich court of Hieron of Syracuse in Sicily. Thanks to Athenaeus two of
his elegies survive complete (or almost complete). But for some reason
1 This is an enlarged version of a lecture delivered at the Johns Hopkins University,
at the Center for Hellenic Studies in Washington, and at the University of Illinois at
Urbana. I am indebted to Professors Bernard M. W. Knox, Georg Luck, James H. Oliver,
and James W. Poultney for kindly giving me the opportunity for delivering this lecture.
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scholars have not hitherto attempted to assess their literary and philo-
sophical impact.
I. Xenophanes on Drinking-Parties : b i dk (ap. Athen. 462 c)^
A
Nvv yap 8rj ^aweSov Kadapov Kal xetpe? uTrdvTtxJV
B
Kol kvXlk€S' ttXcktovs S' ap.<pLTL9ei, arecpavovs , R
C
aXXos 8' eucDSe? pLvpov e'v cpidXiqi Trapareiver
D ^ E ^
4 Kparrjp S' €OT7]K€v p-earos ivcppoovvrjg-
^ ,,^ ,
D
aAAo? S' olvog iroLp-os, 09 ovvore (pr^oL Trpohojaeiv,
_
B C
pieiXixos iv Kepdpiois, dvOeos 611,6fX€vos' R ?
F C^ ^
, «
€v 8e pLcaois dyvTjv o8p,r)v Xi^avojTOs t-qaiVy
A
8 i/jvypov B' ioTLV vScop Kal yXvKV Kal Kadapov
F
TTapKearat, 8' dproi ^avOol yepap-q re rpccTre^a
D
Tvpov Kal fxeXiTos -niovos dx0op.€V7]-
2 aix<piTi9€L Dindorf: -rcdels A 4 k-jot^ttj/j Hermann 5 a'AAos S' olvos eanv codd.:
a'AAo? S' OLVOS Eustathius, Musurus: {a'AAo?} olvos S' iarlv Hermann, Ludwig 6 d^o/xeVotj
ci. Ziegler 9 TrapKearai Wackernagel: Trap/ceivrat codd.: 77ce/D/<-eiTai (schema Pindaricum)
ci. West
2 Here is a selective working literature on B i and/or B 2 : K. Reinhardt, Parmenides und
die Geschichte der griechischen Philosophie (Bonn, 1916; reprint 1959) 126-135. C. M. Bowra,
"Xenophanes on songs at feasts," Class. Philol. 33 (1938) 353-367, and "Xenophanes and
the Olympian Games," Amer. Journ. of Philol. 59 (1938) 257-279, = Problems in Greek
Poetry (Oxford, 1953) 1-14 and 15-37. E. Diehl, Anthologia Lyrica Graeca (rev. R. Beutler,
Leipzig, 1949). H. Diels-W. Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (6th ed., Berlin, 1951),
I, 1 13-139 plus Nachtrage (i6th reprint 1972). M. Untersteiner, Senofane: Tesiimonianze e
Frammenti (Florence, 1956). H. Herter, "Das Symposion des Xenophanes," Wiener Studien
69 (1956) 33-48 (= Festschrift Albin Lesky) . H. Frankel, Hermes 60 (1925) 177-178, = Wege
und Formen friihgriechischen Denkens (2nd ed., Munich, i960) 335-337. J. Defradas, Les
Elegiaques Grecs (Paris, Collection firasme, 1962) 74-81. /rfe/n, "Le banquet de Xenophane,"
Revue des Etudes Grecques 75 (1962) 344-365. H. Frankel, Dichtung und Philosophie desfriihen
Griechentums (2nd ed., Munich, 1962) 372-376 = Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy (transl.
by M. Hadas and J. Willis, New York, 1975) 326-330. K. Ziegler, "Xenophanes von
Kolophon, ein Revolutionar des Geistes," Gymnasium 72 (1965) 289-302. D. A. Campbell,
Greek Lyric Poetry (London, 1967) 74-76 and 331-339. D. E. Gerber, Euterpe (Amsterdam,
1970) 238-239 and 243-249. M. Eisenstadt, The Philosophy of Xenophanes of Colophon (Diss
U. Texas at Austin, 1970) 37-78 and 186-195. M. L. West, Iambi et Elegi Graeci, H
(Oxford, 1972) 163-165. Idem, Studies in Greek Elegy and Iambus (Berlin, 1974) 189.
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F
^
B
^ , P
^ojjjLos S' avOeaiv av to fxeaov ttccvttji TrerrvKaoTaL,
^
, , , , ,, / . ^ ,
12 ixoXvrj S' dfj-fpls e';^ei Stu/xara /cat BoXltj. R
H G E
J^/dt) Se TTpwTov fxev deov VfJLvelv evcppovas avSpa?
F
^ ^
A
^
^
eixfnjixois fivOois kol Kadapolai Aoyot?, R
aTTeiaavTccs re /cat ev^a/ievovs to. St'/cata hvvaodai
1
6
TTp-qaa^iv ('raura yap cSv eart Trpox^ipoTepov, R
ou;f v^peis)' TTiveiv 8' OTrdaov /cev e';^a;v a(pLKOL(T}o
OLKaS avev TrponoXov firj ttccvv yTqpaXios'
avBpcov S' atvetv rovrov o? eoOX' iiriajv avacpatvei,
20 to? Tjt ixvrjpioavvrj /cat rdvo? a/i,9?' dperrji, R
ou Ti iid-)(as SteVcov T'tTTjvtov ouSe FiyavTcov
ouSe <^Ti)> Kevravpojv, TTXa.apLa(^Ta) ruiv TTporepajv, R
•^ CTTttCTtas' a^JeSava? ('rot? ouSev XP'H^'^^^ eveariv)-
H
24 ^ecSv <^S€)> 7TpoiJL.7]6€L7)v ulkv ^^^iv d.yaQr\v . ® R
]
13 817 ci. Bergk, ft. recte u/ivev A, v^ivev epitome, corr. C 17 wjSpets A (om.
epitome), def. West: i5/Spt? Musurus cett. atpiKoiTo ci. West: a93i'/coto /4: a^iVijai Wilam-
owitz 19 la^A' eTTidiv Untersteiner (conl. Xenophan. B 7): iaOXa ttlw A [mwv E): iaOX'
eiTT(l)v H. Fraenkel avatpaiv-qi Hermann 20 f^i Ahrens: tj A (17 E): ol Koraes: oJ? ol
fivTjuoavv' rji Bergk rovog Koraes [cf. Pind. Pytk. 11.54 "/^"p' oiperal? Terafxai,]: tov o?
codd.: TTovos Schneidewin: voos Hermann aperiji Wilamowitz: aperTj? codd. 21 ov ti
codd.: ovSe ci. West Sie-rrajv Fraenkel: SieTreiv A, SteTrei E 22 n add. Meineke
nXaay.aT(j}v codd., corr. Schweighaeuser 23 a(pihavas Osann: cpevhovas A 24 Sc add.
Casaubon dyadov Fr. Franke, Hermann
Translation
For now the floor is swept clean; clean are the hands of every man,
clean are their cups. A servant sets fresh-woven garlands around everyone's
head, another hands around sweet-scented unguent in a saucer. The
mixing-bowl stands waiting, brimful of good cheer. And another wine is
ready, which promises never to run out—a soft-tasting one, redolent of its
flower-bouquet in the jars.
{7) In the middle of the room the frankincense sends forth its scent
pure-and-holy, and there is water, cold and sweet and pure. Ready lie at
hand the brown loaves and the respectful table with a load of cheese and
thick honey. The altar in the center is covered all round with flowers; and
singing and good cheer fill the hall.
(13) Now it is meet for men of good cheer first of all to sing a hymn to
the god with reverent tales and pure words, after pouring libations and
praying for strength [or, for faculty] to do the right (for this is indeed a
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more obvious thing to pray for, not acts of violence). Then it is meet to
drink as much as one can take and still reach his home without the help
of a slave-boy, unless he be very old.
(19) It is also meet to praise that man among the guests who is able to
engage in showing forth noble deeds, according as his memory serves him
and his zeal [or, striving] for moral excellence enables him, while avoiding
to deal with the fights of Titans or Giants or Centaurs—fictions of our
forbearers—or with the violent civil strife, in which there is no wholesome
use. Finally, it is meet always to keep a good regard for the gods.
Bowra seems to be right (against Bergk first, Snell last) in believing that
one introductory couplet of the poem is missing. For no poem is likely to
begin with a yap (Iliad 10.173 Nvv yap 8r] being no exception to this).
On the contrary, Frankel (EGP 328) seems to be wrong in assuming that
the end of the poem is missing ("It is a pity that the fragment breaks off
here: the positive recommendations which followed have not been pre-
served"). For, unless I am mistaken, ^eaiv of line 24 deliberately resumes
Oeov of line 13, within a rudimentary ring-composition (compare also the
link between lines 12 and 13, and Xenophanes B 2, i?ifra). One should
start with god and end with god: ae S' aotSo? . . . Trpcbrov re /cat vararov
alev aet'Set (Hymn to Apollo [21] 3 f
.
; compare Hesiod Theog. 34; Theognis
1-4).
The extant twenty-four lines easily fall into two parts of six couplets
each (lines 1-12 against lines 13-24). The first part of the poem describes
the external, physical, preliminary conditions for an ideal symposium, and
the second part sets forth ethical and religious precepts for the participants.
The poet plays the role of a toast-master at the drinking-party (ctu/xtto-
oiapxos, arbiter bibendi). As such, he already had given orders to the
servants, before the poem started, about the proper mixture of water and
wine (say, 3:1, or 2:1, or maybe even 3:2). For we find the mixing-bowl
already brought in, brimful of cheerful wine (4, pLearos €V(ppoavvr)s Of
course, the audience will easily recall ohov ivcppova from Iliad 3.246).
Soon oViT TTorapxoJv will prescribe how much wine each of the company will
be allowed to drink (say, nine rounds from small cups, followed by seven
rounds from the bigger ones: Diogenes Laertius 1.104). But being a sage,
Xenophanes will tell this too in his own philosophical way (lines 17-18).
We enter the hall at the moment when everything is ready for the
initial ceremony at a drinking-party (libations, prayer, paean). Namely,
(i) The floor has been swept clean after the dinner, the guests have already
washed their hands after the meal, and their cups too are cleaned from
the dinner-libation. One slave is still busying himselfwith putting garlands
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around each guest's head, while another servant is passing around a
saucer with perfumes. So much for the guests (Unes 1-3). (2) We pass now
to the wine (Hnes 4-6). A less expensive wine is already in the mixing-
bowl; another, more expensive and sophisticated, soft-tasting and flower-
scented, stands by in jars. And notice that there is plenty of this good wine
too, if the phrase os ovTTori qyiqai TTpoScooeiv (5) means (as I think it does),
"which promises never to betray the guests by running dry," (compare
the Herodotean phrase (7.187), "the streams of some rivers betray us by
running dry" {rrpoBovi'ai, to. peedpa tcov Trora/xcDv cctti cov]).^ Less likely,
the phrase may mean, "the wine promises to remain loyal to his friends
by not intoxicating them." The water for this good wine is at hand, cool
and sweet and pure (line 8). (3) Next, the snacks necessary for a long
drinking-party lie ready on the table, and again in large quantities
—
crunchy loaves, cheese and rich thick honey (lines 9-10).
(4) A small altar stands in the center of the hall, banked all round with
flowers, and there is a pot with frankincense, also in the center, most
probably on the altar itself (lines 11 and 7). (5) Finally, the sound of a
pious song (12, fioX-TT-q) spreads over the hall, probably coming from a hired
musician, since the presence of a lyre-player and a flute-player is at any
rate necessary for the forthcoming libation and paean.
To sum up, the atmosphere in Part I is drenched with cleanliness,
purity, holiness, fragrance, flowers, abundance and, above all, good cheer
and merriment. Each key-word is repeated three times. In the Greek text
printed above, A stands for cleanliness and purity (lines i, 8, 14); B, for
flowers (2,6, 11); C, for scent (3, 6, 7) ; D, for abundance and plenty (4, 5,
10, 1 1) ; E, for good cheer (4, 12, 13) ; F, for holiness and piety (7, 9, 11,
1 4) ; finally, G stands for singing ( 1 2 and 13). In addition. Wine is personi-
fied (he can speak, (prjai, 5),^ and the table has the epithet "reverend"
[yepapr], 9), probably because it holds bread—the holy ye'pa? of Demeter
not because it would hold the offerings to the gods, as would a Tpd-ne^a Upd
(against Defradas' translation, "une table d'offrandes" ("Banquet,"
pp. 348 and 355).
Before we pass to Part II (13-24), we should consider the links between
both parts. There seem to be three of them, (i) Purity (Kadapos, 14):
external cleanliness (/ca^apo? in lines i and 8) leads us to purity of heart,
3 This interpretation goes back to J. N. Bach, Jahrbiicherfur Philologie und Padagogik 9
(1829) 317: "Wein, der niemals ausgehen wird" (= deficere, not deserere), and was
adopted by Simon Karsten, Xenophanis Colophonii carminum reliquiae (Amsterdam, 1830),
fr. 21, p. 70 f. : "vinum copiosum, quod ipsum spondet se convivis non defecturum."
* Olvo^ appears as an old man (along with 'Oncupa and 'Aypos) on a third-century
mosaic panel from Daphne (The Antioch Project, Art Gallery at Baltimore).
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thought and speech, and is matched by another key-word, holiness or
godliness (marked with F) : evtpTjfxoi (14) corresponds to ayvi] (7) and
yepap-q (9), to ^oj/jlos (ii) and At^avcuro? (7)-
(2) The subject of all of Part II, evcppove? avhpes (13), "men of good
cheer and festive spirit," matches merriment {daXlr)) in the last line of
Part I (in addition to the phrase fxeoros ivcppoovvrj? in line 4). The word
€V(ppojv need not mean here more than "man of good cheer," as befits
participants in a symposium (so Eduard Fraenkel, Agamemnon, II, 366 f.).
Compare Theognis 765-767
:
a>S' etvoji Kal afxeivov, ivcppova Ov/jlov e-^ovra?
voacpi pLepifj-vawv eixppoowcos Stccyetv
repTTOfievovs.^
(3) Finally, vpLvetv (13) resumes ixoXtttj also from the end of Part I:
apparently, an appropriate song sung by the lyre-player serves as a
prelude leading to the singing of the ritual paean by the guests. In short,
Part I shows a progressive linear movement leading to a climax : from the
floor (line i), via the altar (7 and 11), to the hall as a whole {ScofxaTa, 12)
;
from physical cleanliness (i) to singing and merriment (12). The same
linear movement is present also in Part II.
If my text is acceptable. Part II of the poem consists of one single
sentence, all four infinitives {vp-velv in 13, tt'lv^iv in 17, alvelv in 19, and
e'xetv in 24) depending on the moral precept implied by XPV ^^ €V(ppovas
avSpas in 13: "For men of good cheer it is meet: (i) to sing a paean to
the god; (2) to drink with moderation; (3) to provide an entertainment
leading to the moral excellence; (4) finally, always to be mindful of gods."
This one-sentence structure seems to enhance the unity of Xenophanes'
moral message. But the unity of Part II is at any rate clear: first, thanks
to the ring-composition (13 Oeov c/) 24 deivv); second, by agglomeration
of the pentameter-rhyme (marked with R in the right margin facing lines
14, 16, 20, 22, 24). And notice that this rhyme is almost entirely absent in
Xenophanes' emotional and polemical B 2 (infra). It seems then quite
likely that Xenophanes had put special emphasis on his moral message
starting with XPV {^3) ^^^ ending with ayad-^u (24). West, however,
seems to take the infinitives in lines 17, 19, and 21 (reading SteVetv) as
absolute: "as for the drinking, you (he) should take. . ."; "as for the
guests, applaud him whose skolion is edifying . . ."; "your skolion should
5 Against such translations as "man of sound mind, reasonable" (LSJ), "righteous
men" (W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy, Cambridge, I, 1962, 360), "recht-
gesonnene," "verstandige," "wohlgesinnte Manner" (Reinhardt, Diels, Kranz).
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not . . ." {Studies 189). Both interpretations are possible; but the difference
is of no vital importance to my point.
Xenophanes' prescriptions deal with: (i) libations, prayer and the
paean (i 3-1 7a) ; (2) drinking instruction (176-18) ; (3) the right entertain-
ment at a symposium (19-23) ; finally (4), propemptic good advice before
adjourning (24). The topics follow Greek symposiac customs.
(i) Libation. At the end of the dinner and before the floor was cleaned,
the guests had poured a libation of pure wine to Ayados AacfMcov (as Karl
Kircher had shown) .^ Now, at the beginning of the drinking-party, the
guests most probably will pour a triple libation of wine: to Zeus 'OXvfnnos
and the Olympians, to the heroes, and to Zeus EojTTjpJ Evidently, Bowra
(7) is wrong when writing: "Xenophanes seems to place the libation after
the paean, and the Ionian practice may have differed in this respect from
the Athenian." It did not; notice the difference in tense between
(TTTeiaavTois re Kal evia/xevovs (aorist) and vfiveiv (present) ; this implies
that the libation and prayer preceded the paean (compare Herter 35 n. 8).
(2) Prayer. "Pray for the strength or faculty to act justly, not for acts
of violence." I think West is right in defending u/Spet? (17) against v^pis
(introduced by Marcus Musurus in the Aldine edition of Athenaeus, of
1 5 14, and adopted by all scholars). For, as West (189) correctly pointed
out, if Xenophanes really wanted to say, "It is no sin to drink as much
as . . .," he could easily have said ouS' v^pis avoiding such a violent
postponement of 8e. What seems to be more important: it is questionable
whether the phrase ovx u/Spt? can yield the required sense, "fas est bibere"
(Karsten), "it is no sin to drink" (Guthrie), "it is no presumption to drink"
(Frankel), "dann soil's keine Siinde sein, zu trinken" (Reinhardt), "ist's
kein Ubermut so viel zu trinken" (Diels-Kranz), etc. On the contrary,
the opposition of u/Spei? ("acts of violence," predominantly on the battle-
field) to ra Si'/cata seems to be easy in early Greek. West refers to Hesiod,
Opera 145 f-, where the third generation of mortal men is said to have
cared only for woeful works of Area and deeds of violence (oIolv
"Aprjos
I
epy' e'jLceAe arovoevra Kal v^pies).
Bowra (2) wrote in support of u/3pt?: "Nor was it unusual to regard too
much drinking as u/Spt?. For even Anacreon subscribes to this belief, when
he regulates the amount of water to be mixed with wine that he may hold
his revels avv^pLortos (fr. 43.5 Diehl)." I do not think Anacreon's regula-
tion is relevant here. If we read Anacreon PMG 356 so: ws avv^pioTOJs
^ Die sakrale Bedeutung des Weines im Altertum (RGW IX, 2, Giessen, 1910) 13 ff.
' E. Buchholz, Anthologie aus den Lyrikern der Griechen, 4th ed. (Leipzig, 1886), I, 64.
A. B. Cook, Z^^i II) Appendix (Cambridge, 1925) 1123 f. n. 7.
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(Pauw: av f v^pioTioJ's t Athen.) | ava hrjvre ^aaoaprjow, it may yield the
sense, "to revel in a decorous way, so that I may keep drinking without
engaging in disorderly acts." But Xenophanes' phrase is different. I think
the only sense the phrase ovx v^pig (sc. iorl) ttlvclv kt\. could give is,
"moderate drinking does not involve acts of violence" (which is out of
place here), not "it is no sin or outrage to drink."^ At least, it cannot be
paralleled.
Next, the word Trpox^f-porepov (i6) is puzzling. Possibly, it implies,
"it is an easier way for men to pray for strength to act justly than to pray
for success in deeds of violence," this "easier way" implying "preferable."
For, in the end ALktj always defeats "Y^pis, and a fool who does not know
this will have to learn through suffering : TraOcov Se re vrj-nios eyvoj (Hesiod
Opera 216-218).
The most original idea of the prayer, however, seems to reside in
8vvao6aL (15), "strength or faculty to do what is just." Reitzenstein^ had
referred to Ion's prayer to Dionysus (fr. 1.15 f West) : "Give me long life,
and to drink, and to play, and to be mindful of right things (ktcci to: hiKaia
(ppov€lv)" which coincides with Hipparchus' inscription (apud Plato
Hipparch. 229 a), areixe SUata cppovcjv. But to think or purpose the right
thing is not the same as to have the strength to accomplish it, as Reinhardt
(128) had correctly pointed out; he refers to an anonymous poet in Plato's
Meno (77 b 2), who defined the ap^T-q as ;^atpetv re KaXolai Koi hvvaadai,
"to be fond of noble things and be able to provide or achieve them"
{hwarov etvai nopL^eaOai, explains Plato). 1°
Here too Bowra (8) had underestimated Xenophanes: "His prayer is
for strength to do the right things, and these are what almost any Greek
aristocrat would regard as belonging to his code." For, rrpriaoeiv (16)
most probably implies "to achieve, accomplish, bring about, fulfil," (as
Reinhardt, Snell, and Frankel had seen), and SvyaoOai. (15) is best
explained as hinting at a man's intellectual capacity to choose the right thing
to do: "die innere Kraft zum sittlichen Handeln" {Ziegler 293). By
stressing the need for divine assistance in a man's moral decision-making
(possibly implying freedom from delusion-"^T7^) Xenophanes radically
differs from the authors of traditional prayers.
^ Incidentally, Eduard Buchholz (n. 7, supra) already seemed to have sensed the violent
postponement of Se here; he prints: Tavra yap tSv ecrrt TTpoxeiporepov, ovx ^iSpi?. But his
rendering is weak in sense, "denn diese ist die hochste Pflicht, nicht frevle Uberhebung."
^ R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion (Giessen, 1913; reprint 1970) 50. Reinhardt
127 f.
^^ "Mit anderen Worten: wenn der Mensch auch noch so sehr das Gerechte denkt und
will, es zu vollbringen ist doch nicht in seine Macht gegeben ; er bedarfdazu der gottlichen
Hilfe." The rest of Reinhardt's interpretation (128-131) is far from convincing.
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(3) Paean. Most likely, it is sung either to Apollo or to Dionysus, and
not "to the god to whom the altar in the middle of the hall is dedicated."
For the probability is that this indoor-altar is dedicated to no god at all;
it is simply a small portable terracotta arula, "too small to support a sacri-
ficial fire, but rather intended to receive merely a few hot coals" for
burning incense, as archaeological material from both Greece and Magna
Graecia have shown.
^
Probably fMvOos refers to the content of the paean, Aoyo? to the verbal
expression. The chosen story or tale should be reverent, and it must be
expressed in adequate hymnic diction, contra Bowra (5): ". . . he means
that in hymns to the gods the tales told must be
€V(pr)iJiOL and the subjects
treated KaOapoL'" The epithet Kadapos (14) may have been deliberately
chosen in order to resume Kadapos from lines i and 8. Language should
match the occasion.
We now come to a problem. Starting from the fact that singing a song
(/zoAtt-tj, 12) before the performance of the paean {Oeov u/xvetv, 13) is not
known from Greek symposiac literature. Professor Herter (in 1956)
advanced the interpretation that ixoXtttj is actually the paean sung by the
guests. While the guests sing the paean (=/zoA77-7j, 12), Xenophanes takes
the opportunity of telling us what the content of an ideal paean should be
{xprj 8e). "Vor allem bedeutet das Wort [/uoAtttj] ja gar nicht Musik,
sondern Gesang und kann daher nur das normale Festlied meinen [with
reference to Iliad 1.472-474]." ". . . es bleibt dabei, will man genau sein,
dass die Ermahnung [i.e., lines 13-24] wahrend des Gesanges gesprochen
wird. Damit zeigt sich aber, wozu sie da ist: sie soil eine Vorstellung von
dem Paian geben, der selber nicht reproduziert wird." (36). Herter then
saw in Xenophanes' elegy the earliest example of the device called
^eitraffung ("Time snatching"), which became so dear to later Hellenistic
and Roman poets: a selective discontinuity of the logical succession of
events in time, a clear example being TibuUus' Ambarvalia poem (2.i).i2
I am in strong disagreement with Herter's ingenious interpretation:
PloXtttj is not v[xvos. I prefer to think that Part I (1-12) describes only the
preparations for the symposiac ritual (libation, prayer, paean). Notice the
difference in tense between Part I and Part H (13-24). In Part I all the
verbs are in the present (or in the perfect-present) tense. What they
describe is what is actually happening. Starting with line 13, Xenophanes
qua avjXTToaiapxos takes the floor and gives his instructions for the ensuing
ritual, drinking, and entertainment : xPl followed by infinitives. Accord-
ingly, the paean is never sung in this poem : it will be sung after Xenophanes
II C. G. Yavis, Greek Altars (St. Louis, 1949) §54 (p. 137 f.) and §65 (pp. 171-175).
12 Herter (n. 1, supra) 37 ff.
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finishes his instructions. Then [xoXttt] must refer to some prelude to the real
paean, most probably sung by the hired lyre-player.
I have two main objections to Herter's interpretation. First: as is known,
libation and prayer precede the paean. Now if the guests had already
reached the stage of the paean in /xoATny (12), the toast-master's belated
instructions about libation and prayer in lines 15-17 become unmotivated,
even pointless. What is the point in telling the guests how to pray if they
had already prayed and are now singing the paean ?
Second: Plutarch {Quaest. conviv. 7.8.4 p. 712 F) writes: "The lyre has
been of old, both in Homer's times and today, an intimate member of the
banquet. Now it is not fair to dissolve an intimate friendship of such a long
standing: all we need do is request the singers to drop too many dirges and
laments from their repertory and to sing cheerful songs appropriate to men
of festive spirit (evcprjixa kol TrpeirovTa 6aXidt,ovoLV avOpcoirois aiSovra?).
As for the flute, we could not drive it away from the table even if we
wanted to: it is as essential to our libation as is the garland, and it helps
impart a religious tone to the singing of the paean (at yap airovhal
TToOovaiv avTOV a'jLta tool arecpdvcoi /cat avveTTLcpOeyyerai tcDi Traiavt to Oelov)."
(Compare Septem sap. conviv. 150 D.) And in Plato Comicus (fr. 69 Kock,
ap. Athen. 665 B-D) a flute-girl is urged to get ready her flute at once and
start playing a prelude to the libation (r-j^t TraiSt rovs avXov? ^XPV^ V^V '^P°
X^ipos eimi
I
Kat Trpoavacpvaav). My point is: if the presence of a lyre-
player and a flute-player at the drinking-party was necessary for the
coming ritual and entertainment, and if a flute-girl could produce a
prelude {-npoavacpvoav) to the libation, why could a waiting lyre-player
not do the same while singing an appropriate prelude to the ensuing
ritual? And this prelude is the ixoXtttj of line 12.
(4) Drinking instruction. It is worthy of an Enlightener: "Be your own
judge of how much wine to take without bringing shame upon yourself.
For it is shameful for an adult man indeed to be led home drunk by an
unfledged slave-boy (ttpottoAo?)." Xenophanes' spiritual son Fleraclitus says
much the same (B 1 17 DK = 69 Marcovich) : "A man when he is drunk
stumbles and is led home by a beardless boy, not knowing whither he goes;
for his soul is wet." Compare also Plato Symposium 176 e 4, tovto fiev
SeSo/crat, TTiveiv oaov av e/caaro? ^ovXrjTai, eTravay/ce? Se fxrjbev elvai.
(5) The right entertainment (19-23). It will be provided, not by hired
artists but by the participants themselves, who will in turn recite either the
traditional scolia or pieces of epic and elegiac poetry. In view of the fact
that Memory {^vrjfxoavvr), 20), mother of the Muses and guardian-angel
of epic poets, is invoked (compare Hymn to Hermes 429 f. ; Hesiod Theog.
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53 f.; Alcman 8.9 Page; Solon 13.1 f. West), one would think that the later
Attic short scolia or glees are ruled out. Longer symposiac scolia (by
Alcaeus, Anacreon and Pindar) are sometimes mentioned in the later
literature,i3 and Philochorus (ap. Athen. 630 F) tells us that Tyrtaeus'
elegies were recited at banquets in Sparta. Reinhardt (133) suggested that
Xenophanes may have had in mind his own type of moralistic elegiac
poetry (such as B i and B 2), and the force of such key-phrases as eadXa
avacpaiveiv (19) and rovo? a.fxcp'' aperrJL (20) may well hint at the genre of
Solon's elegies (Xenophanes himself may have borrowed diction from
Solon; compare B 2, infra, and n. 21.)
The point is that any Titanomachy, Gigantomachy, or Centauromachy
must be banned from the program, along with, say, Alcaeus' araaicoTiKo.
(Diels). For they all sing of deeds of violence (17, v^pcis; 21, ixdxai;
23, GToiaieg), which have no place at such a holy celebration as a sym-
posium. The traditional element in this kind of ban has been well pointed
out by Reitzenstein (50), Reinhardt (133), Bowra (3), and others. And
Karsten (in 1830) had already referred to Anacreon fr. 96 Diehl:
Ov (piXeco, o? KprjTTJpi vrapo: TvAe'cot oIvottotcc^ojv
vcLKca Kul TToXefxov SaKpvoevra Aeyet,
aAA' oaris Movaewv re kul ayXacc Stop' 'AcppoSirrjs
ovfifJiLayajv iparijs pLV-qaKerai evcppoavvrj^.
Karl Bielohlaweki4 rightly remarked that Etxppoavvr) (4) and ©aXirj (12)
happen to be names of two Xapires, and x^P'? is exactly what is required
at an ideal drinking-party.
There may be more to that. Xenophanes' condemnation of stories about
violent acts of gods and men may well have the objective of suppressing
the natural tendencies of drunkenness toward violence: such stories
homeopathically excite w^/at? in the audience. (Remember the mis-
behavior of the drunken Centaurs at the wedding-party of Peirithous,
Odyssey 21.295-304.) As Eisenstadt (57) has recently suggested: "The
theory behind Xenophanes' censorship might well be called one ofhomeo-
pathic sociology in the sense that he believed stories of violence elicit
violent acts from an audience which is intoxicated and therefore more
liable to such a tendency."
True as these reasons may be, they seem to be too narrow for an
Enlightener. Xenophanes' standpoint is pragmatic and utilitarian: safety
and prosperity of the whole ttoXis is what comes first. The phrase at the
13 Reintzenstein (n. 9, supra) 43 f.
14 Wiener Studien 58 (1940) 22.
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end of his instructions for a noble entertainment, rots' ovSev XPW^°^
eVeo-Tiv (23), implies simply: "there is no wholesome use for the city in
them." The force of this XPV^'^°^ ^^^ 'wcW pointed out by Bowra (10 f):
"So when Xenophanes says that certain themes have nothing xp^cr'^ov in
them, he means that they are not suited to the god citizen. ... So Xeno-
phanes' objection is based primarily on grounds of public good. He dislikes
themes of ardais because they are politically unprofitable." The same is
true of the word maiv€i in the closing line of his B 2, ov yap malvei ravra
^vxovs TToXeojs, i.e., "the victorious athlete is not Yj\i3.t fattens the chambers
of the city." And the same political overtone can be detected in the word
avwfpeXeas of his B 3 (ap. Athen. 526 A), where the Colophonians are said
to have behaved this way:
a^poavvas Se fiadovreg avaxpeXeag Trapa AvSaiv,
6(ppa TvpavvLTjs rjaa<^v «)>veu orvyep-qs,
rjieoav els ayop-qv iravaXovpyia (pdpe exovres,
4 ov fJL€LOV9 CJUTrep ;^<^€^t'AtOt tU? iTTLTTaV,
avxaXeoL, ;^aiT<(7^)tCTtv (xyaXX6p,ev(oi.) evTrpeirieaaiv,
ccoK7]TOLs oSixrjv XP'-P'^^'- ^eVOfJLeVOL.
"While they were still free from the loathsome tyranny, after having
learned from the Lydians any kind of useless refinement, they used to come
to the place of assembly [or, to the agora] wearing garments made all of
purple, no fewer than one thousand of them, as a rule, with boastful mien,
delighting in their elaborate coiffure with locks, drenched with ointments
of refined fragrance." Lydian luxury is called "useless," for such a boastful
display of wealth and intemperance in public, by one thousand oligarchs
in Colophon, proved to be fatal to the city: either it led to an internal
upheaval of the poor with a subsequent tyranny, or it made the citizens
so enervated and defenseless that they became an easy prey for the Median
tyranny (after 546 B.C.). Compare Theopompus (115 F 117 Jacoby, ap.
Athen. 526 C), roiyapovv hid rrjv roiavT-qv dyojyrji' ev Tvpavvihi /cat ardoeai
yevofJievoL avrrji Trarpt'St hiecpddprjoav, and Theognis II03— II04, u/3pt? /cat
MdyvTjTas diTCvXeae Kal KoXocpa)va
|
/cat Ufjivpvr]v irdvrws Kvpve koI u/x/x'
aTToAei.l^
There seem to be two different reasons for Xenophanes to ban poetry
dealing with theomachy and civil strife, one political, or pragmatic; the
other theological, or theoretical. The political reason: in any theomachy
gods engage in fighting against their own kith and kin, thus encouraging the
citizens to imitate them by doing exactly the same (in araatoiTt/ca such an
15 On B 3 see C. M. Bowra, Class. Quarterly 35 (1941) 1 19-126; Eisenstadt 32-36.
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example is self-evident). And any civil strife endangers the very existence
of the city. This point was well stressed by Herter (46 f ) : "Jene Geschichten
sind unwahr, weil sie der VViirde der Gotter widersprechen, und das tun
sie, weil sie ihnen Kampfe gegen ihresgleichen zumuten : nicht nur in der
Titanomachie, sondern auch in der Gigantomachie standen die Olympier
gegen Verwandte, und auch Herakles' Kampf gegen die Kentauren war
zum mindesten durch die unheilbare Verwundung des gerechten Cheiron
belastet. So betrachtet liegen diese Gotterzwiste auf derselben Linie wie
die ebenfalls verponten araaies- unter den Menschen."
The theological reason: such stories about the gods are sheer lies,
fabrications of Homer, Hesiod, and the Epic Cycle {TrXdaixara tcov
TTpoTcpajv), morally unworthy of a supreme being. For, contrary to what
Homer and Hesiod teach us, gods do not steal, commit adultery or deceive
each other. And they certainly do not engage in acts of violence against
their own kin. Here Xenophanes the religious reformist is speaking.
Compare his B 11, where the word ave9r]Kav ("Homer and Hesiod have
attributed to the gods everything that is a shame and reproach among men
:
stealing and committing adultery and deceiving each other") clearly
implies "falsehood, lie:"
TTOVTa Oeols aveOrjKav "Ofirjpos 6' 'Haioho? re
oaaa Trap" avdpcvTTOiaiv ovetBea Koi ipoyog iorlv,
k\€TTT€IV fJLOlX€V€l,V T€ Kul aAAl7AoUS' a7TaT€V€lV.
Pindar [01. 9.40 f, fj-rj vvv AaAayet ra roiavr^- ea TToAe/zov fidxav re Traaav |
X<j^p'i? ddavdrujv) may or may not be under the spell of Xenophanes' ban
of theomachies, but Plato {Republic 2, 377 b-378 d; Euthyphro 6 be)
certainly is. 16 Both Xenophanes' reasons for the ban appear in Plato: (i)
such stories about the gods are untrue, ovbe ydp dXrjdrj (378 c i), pLvOovs
Tols dvOpooTTois ipevSels ovvridivTes e'Aeydv re /cat Xiyovai (377 ^ 5)' l^vOov^
irXaoOevras ocKoveiv toxjs TralSag (377 b 6, where TrXaoOevrag recalls Xeno-
phanes' TrXdafiara, as Eisenstadt 58 had suggested). (2) They are politically
harmful while encouraging the youths to engage in civil strife, oi)Se ye (sc.
SoKel iTTirriSeia elvai Xeyeiv ve'ojt aKovovTi) to Trapdirav ojs Oeol deols iroXepLovai
re Kal em^ovXevovai /cat ixd^ovrai . . . et ye Set rjiilv tovs jxeXXovTUs ttjv ttoXlv
cpvXd^eiv ataxioTov vofii^eiv to paiSiaig aAA-^Aot? drrexOdveadaL—ttoXXov Set
yiyavTop-axl-ocs re fjLvdoXoyrjTeov avTOi^ Kal ttolkiXtcov, Kal dXXas exOpag noXXd^
Kul iravTohaTTas dea)v re Kal -qpcLaiv irpos ovyyevels re Kal oiKeiovs avTcov.
16 As H. Diels, Poetarum philosophorumfragmenta (Berlin, 1901) 35, J. Adam, The Republic
ofPlato (Cambridge, 1902 ; 2nd ed. 1963), I, 114, and recently Eisenstadt 58, and especially
in Hermes 102 (1974) 145 f., have pointed out.
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(6) Lines 19 and 20. If this interpretation of lines 21-23 holds good we
may be able to understand better why Xenophanes expects the singers
"to strive for moral excellence." Because such a zeal fits a singer's know-
ledge about the true nature of the gods (being exactly the opposite of the
"fabricated stories," -nXdaixara, of Homer and Hesiod) and about the real
value (xp-qaTov) for the city.
The success of a guest's performance, then, seems to depend on two
things: on his memory (ixvrjfxoavvT]) and on his moral endeavor (tovos
afx(p' aperfji). The former quality is part of his technical poetic skill, the
latter is much more than that. (Therefore Reinhardt's interpretation
of apcTTj as "der musikalische Teil des Vortrages" [p. 133] cannot be
correct.)
The text of line 20 no longer seems to present difficulty. I prefer Ahrens'
rji to Koraes' ol for the simple reason that an omitted dative can be more
easily understood than an omitted verb, and a parallel case is at hand:
Xenophanes B 2.8, where air' clt} stands for ctit' ol cLrj. Koraes' emenda-
tion Tovos seems to be well established since J. Sitzler {Berl. philol. Woch.
1921, 1053) referred to Pindar Pyth.ll.^^^walai S' a.jxcp' dperals rerafiai,
against the defense of the transmitted t6v o? by Wilamowitz {Hermes 71
[1926] 278 f), by T. W. Allen {Revue de philologie 8 [1934] 239 n. 11), by
Bowra (8), and by Untersteiner (104 f.). For, if we adopt Wilamowitz's
"two-singers theory" while translating, "Above all men praise this man
who after drinking tells noble thoughts as his memory serves, and that man
who tells about excellence" (Bowra, reading /cat tov os djxcp^ dpeTrjs), we
will find ourselves in the awkward position of distinguishing between
"noble deeds" {iadXd) and "moral excellence" (apeTTy).
West (189) advanced a different interpretation of lines 19 f. : "As for the
guests, applaud him whose skolion is edifying, so that the company's
reflection on things past, and their effort in the future, may be concen-
trated on goodness" {ojs rji ixvrjfjLoavvr] /cat tovos dp.cp' dperrji). I am at a
loss to see the point in the request that a man's reflection on things past be
concentrated on goodness. In addition, the change of subject from "the
singer" (in 19) to "the company as a whole" (in 20) seems to destroy the
deliberate opposition between ea^Aa ava99atveiv (19) and fxaxas Sterreiv
(21). Consequently, I prefer to understand the line as translated above
(compare, e.g., Campbell 336, "as his memory and his enthusiasm for the
virtue enable him").
More difficult is the text of line 19. My reason for banning viwv is not
so much the breach of Hermann's bridge (Xenophanes violates it at
B 1. 17; ^t B 15.2 epya reAetv anep dvSpes, and at B 34.2 ccaaa Xdycu Trepl
TrdvTcjjv), nor the strange position of vuLv (as pointed out by Frankel,
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EGP 327 n. 3), but the very association of iriajv with eoOXa avacpaivei.
Scholars adopting ttlcov explain it as standing in opposition to a.va(paivei:
"who although he has drunk reveals noble thoughts" (Gerber 246)
;
"his performance is good, although he has been drinking" (Campbell
336) ; "si la place des mots est inhabituelle, c'est que le poete met en
valeur le participe concessif mcuv" (Defradas, "Banquet" 348 n. 2). But I
think such an opposition is trivial and unworthy of the rest of Xenophanes'
message. As I have just stated, the excellence of a singer's performance
will depend on two things only: on his memory, and on his drive for moral
excellence. It does not depend on how strong his body is in resisting
intoxication. Theognis' instruction {491 f.), avUrjTos Se tol ovtos, os-
TToAAas' TTLvuiv fjL'q Ti ^(XTaiov ipei, is a platitude: it speaks of a common
drinker (cf. 481 /jLvdelrai 8' airdXaixva, to: vrjfpoci yiverai alaxpa), not of a
noble singer of tales.
For a close parallel to the corruption of 'iadX' iviajv into iaOXa ttlcov
compare Parmenides B 8.4: r]8e TeXecrrov (A. Covotti) for the transmitted
fjS' areXearov (an error possibly caused by ayevrjrov in the preceding line).
(7) Line 24. Finally, Xenophanes provides good advice for tomorrow
(notice alev) : "It is meet always to keep a good regard for the gods."
Herter, however, after referring to the Pythagorean injunction, "Be well
disposed toward the divine race" (Iambi. VP 100, en vpos tovtois Trepi t€
rod deiov /cat irepl rov Sai/jLOVLov Kal irepl rod -qpunKov yivovs €V(pr]p.6v re
(elvai ex Porph. add. C. Rittershausen) koL ayadrju exeiv SidvoLav =
Porphyr. VP 38),!^ suggested that Xenophanes' drinking-party may well
be a spiritual conventicle of the Eleatics: "1st es zu kiihn, den letzten Vers
der Elegie des Xenophanes—es war sicher der letzte—als Reflex eines
ahnlichen Schlusswortes aufzufassen ?" (37). "Will man dies annehmen,
so miisste man vielleicht an ein Konventikel geistiger Menschen denken,
und was lage dann naher als die Philosophengemeinschaft, die sich in
Eleabildete?" (48).
Six years later, Defradas gave a new twist to Herter's interpretation.
Xenophanes not only "evoque sans doute la reunion d'un thiase philoso-
phique eleate." He even criticizes and corrects Pythagoras' excessive
asceticism. Pythagoras had commanded, [xi^re otvov oAco? nlveiv: Xeno-
phanes corrects him, ovx v^pi-s nlveiv . . . ("Banquet" 363-365). Defradas'
gratuitous enlargement of Herter's interpretation may well be left
alone.
My objections to Herter's own interpretation (though scholars usually
1^ Compare Iambi. VP 149 expfJTO Se Kal eixpTj^lanrpos tovs KpeiTTOvas kuI iv navTi Kaipwi
livrj(ji.r]v e-noi€iTO Kai TifjLrjv twv deiuv; Diog. Laert. 8.24.
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refer to D^fradas, not to Herter: Campbell 334; Gerber 243) is as follows.
First, the tenet, "Always be mindful of god" expresses common Greek
sentiment, and need not go back to Pythagoras. Doubtless such common
Greek names as Mv-qaiO^os or ©eoixvrjaro^ ("Mindful of God") are not
Pythagorean creations. And second, there is no historical evidence for a
link between Xenophanes and the city of Elea. The text of Diogenes
Laertius (9.18) which Diels printed in his FV, Ovto^ [Xenophanes]
eKTTeoojv TTJ? iraTpihos ev ZdyKXrji rrjs I^iKeXia? <(SieTpij8e /cat rrj? etV 'EXeav
uTTOLKLas Koivcjvrjoas iSlSauKev €K€i suppl. Diels), Sierpi^e 8e Kal e'v Karcivrji,
is his own creation and should read, Ovros eKneacbv ttj? Trarpt'So? iv ZayKX-qi
rrj? EiKeXias Sie'rpt/Se {Se om. P2F} /cat eV Karavrji. Another testimony of Diog.
Laert. about Xenophanes and Elea (9.20), eVotTjore Se . . . /cat t6v els
'EXeav TTjs '/raAtas- ccTTOLKiopLov cttt] SioxiXia, is no more than a "Spielerei" by
Lobon of Argos.18
Finally, the infinitive e^etv depends on the general injunction implied
in XPV (13)) ^s do the infinitives vixvelv (13), Triveiv (17), and atVetv (19);
its subject is evxppoves avhpes (13). Frankel {EGP 327 n. 3) and Eisenstadt
(38; 188), however, were not happy with the meaning of TTpop,rjdei-q
("consideration, regard, respect"), and suggested the change of OecJJv 8e
to xpewv Se (Frankel), or to TcSvSe (Eisenstadt, referring to the stories about
violence mentioned in lines 21-23: "Of such things always have a virtuous
providence"). Neither change is justified. Frankel wrote: "^ecDv TTpop.rjdeiiqv
exeiv could only mean 'have consideration for the well-being of the
gods' . . . and this is nonsense. I propose: xp^^^ ^^ TTpo/jLTjOeiriv alev exeiv
ayaO-qv . . . = 'one should always have a good purpose before one's eyes'
(poetry should not only delectare, but also prodesse) ." But Karsten (75) had
already referred to Herodotus 1.88 {Kvpos Se avrov [sc. Kpoloov] . . ,
Kocpra ev TToXXrji TrpoixrjOtrji et^e), where TrpofxrjdLT] clearly means "con-
sideration, regard," "observantia, reverential The verb TTpoixrjdeladai has
the same sense of "showing consideration or regard for" in Herodotus
2.172; 9.108.
II. Xenophanes on Olympic Games: b 2 dk (ap. Athen. 413 f)
(g) ^AXX el fiev TaxvrrJTL ttoScDv vlktjv tls apoiTO ( i
)
-q TrevraOXevcjv , evda J to? rep^evog (2)
18 As Wilamowitz {Hermes 61 [1926] 281), Jacoby, and especially M. Gigante {Parola
del Passato 25 [1970] 236-240) have seen. Compare Untersteiner CCL-CCLIV; P. Stein-
metz, "Xenophanesstudien," Rhein. AIus. 109 (1966) 28 n. 47. In the same vein, Bias is
credited with a poem of two-thousand hexameters /7ep6 'Iwvlas (Diog. Laert. 1.85) on the
ground of a story in Herodotus ( i . 1 70)
.
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Trap ntaao porjis iv 'OXv^mttltji,, etre TraXaiojv (3)
4 Tj Kal TTVKTooiJvrjv aXyivoeoaav e)(a)v (4)
eiVe TO 8eiv6v aedXov o rrayKparLov KaXeovaiv, (5)
aoTolaiv k etr] KvSporepos irpoaopav
KUL K€ TTpoeSpLTjv (pavepjjv iv ayaJaiv apoiro
8 KUL Kev crtr' etTj ^r^jxoaiwv Kredvcov
e/c TToAecos' Kal hwpov, 6 ol Keifx-qXiov eiiq-
etre Kal lttttololv, Tavrd /ce iravTa Xd^oi
ovK iojv d^ios (Lanep eyoj- pa)[xrjg yap dixeiviov
12 dvhpcbv TjS' Ittttcjov ^jJ.eTepr] aocpiiq.
aAA' €LKr]L fidXa tovto vofxit^erai, ovhk hiKaiov
TTpoKplveiv pa)p,rjv rrjg dyadrj? aocpirj^'
ovre ydp et ttvkttjs dyados Xaoiai fieretr] (4)
16 ovt' el TTevradXelv ovre TTaXaiOjxoavvr^v, (2, 3) R
ovhk fxev el rayyTrjTi voSaJv, rorrep iarl TTpOTtfxov ( i
)
pcLfJLrjg oaa dvhpwv epy iv dycbvi iriXeL,
Tovv€Kev dv 8rj p.dXXov iv evvop-iiqi 77oAt? elf]'
20 opLiKpov 8' dv Ti TToXei
-x^dpyia yevoir^ eVt rcDi,
et Tis deOXevcov vikcol Tliaao Trap" oxOas'
ov ydp TTialvet, ravra pLV^ov^ TToAetu?- ®
5 eire to Wakefield: eiTeTi. A Snpooepav A, corr. Jacobs Saireirj A, corr. Turnebus:
aiTTjaiv Kaibel 9 et 22 ttoXcos Schneidewin 10 k el-navTa A, corr. Schweighaeuser
15 Xaoiaiv It' eiri A, corr. Stephanus
Translation
Nay, should a man win victory by the swiftness of his feet, or in the
five-contest [pentathlon), there where the precinct of Zeus stands, by the
streams of the river of Pisa [i.e., Alpheus] in Olympia; or else in wrestling,
or by possessing skill in the painful boxing, or again in that dreadful
contest which they call pankration: he would be more glorious [sc. than
others] to look upon, in the eyes of his fellow-citizens ; and he would win
the privilege of a conspicuous first-seat at the contests; he also would have
bread from the public stores, granted to him by the city; and even a
present to serve him as his heirloom. Even if he won with his horses, he
would obtain all these though he is not worthy of such rewards as much
as I am. 19 For our art [or wisdom] is better than the strength of men and
horses.
19 Line 10 f.: eiTe koI iTnToiaLv (sc. viK-qv ns apoiro from line i), Tavrd Ke navra Xdxoi
:
so W. E. Weber and J. N. Bach {Jahrbiicherfiir Philologie und Pddagogik 9 [1829] 315). The
sense seems to be, "And even if his victory was due only to the strength of his horses, not
his own, he would still obtain all these rewards though not being worthy of them as much
18
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(13) Nay, this is an utterly gratuitous custom, and it is not right to
prefer strength to the useful art [or wisdom]. For suppose there is a man
among the people good at boxing, or at wrestling, or at the five-contest,
or even in swiftness of his feet (which is most honored of all men's deeds
of strength in the contest) : not for that reason would the city enjoy a
better government. Shortlived, indeed, is the source of joy for a city
coming from a victorious athlete in the contest at the banks of the river
of Pisa: for this is not what fattens the chambers of the city.
Xenophanes' rebellious attack on the traditionally highly esteemed
^OXvyLTTLovLKai seems to be a complete poem, easily falling into two parts:
lines 1-12 against lines 13-22. For a poem beginning with aAAa, compare
Tyrtaeus 1 1 West; Timocreon 727 PMG; Theognis 97, 341, 583, 843, 889,
1055 (and Campbell 140 f). The unity of the poem is enhanced by the
ring-composition. At the end (line 21), Tliaao -nap' oxBas (a Homeric
phrase, Iliad 12.313) resumes 770:^ IJiaao porjLs in line 3. Doubtless the
poet is trying to tell the audience: "My targets are the very Olympic
victors." In the middle of the poem, the preference given to rjixerepT] oo<pLr)
over pu)fjLT] in lines 11-12 leads to the preference given to rj ayadrj oocpit]
over pa}p.rj in line 14, clearly implying that "owr art [or wisdom)" is an
"effective {or wholesome) art {or wisdom)." Moreover, there are no less
than nine negative particles or expressions in the last six couplets (lines 11,
13, 15, 16, 17, 22, plus 13: et/cTyi, and 20: apuKpov = "hardly any"); these
negatives indicate that this is a strongly polemic poem indeed.
as I am." This interpretation derives support from the fact that chariot-racing is mentioned
separately from "the deeds of strength of men," in hnes 1-5, clearly implying that the
strength of horses is even less worthy of reward than that of athletes.
Consequently, Frankel's interpretation (advanced in 1925, and adopted by Jaeger,
Untersteiner, and Gerber), "Oder wenn es auch nur seine Rosse waren die den Sieg
gewannen, so erhalt er alle diese Ehren" {Wege 69 and 334 f.), should be given preference
to that of Diels ("ja mag er selbst einen Wagensieg erringen, so wiirde er trotz aller dieser
gewonnenen Preise ihrer doch nicht so wiirdig sein wie ich") and of W. J. Verdenius,
"even if his victory will be with horses [which won a man the highest fame among the
Greeks], he will not deserve to receive all these honours, whereas I do deserve to receive
them" ("Emphatic use of the participle," Mnemosyne ser. 4, 9 [1956] 234).
For, the fact that victory in chariot-racing enjoyed the highest rank among the Greeks
is of no interest to Xenophanes. Building upon the opposition between "physical strength"
(pco/iij) and "wholesome wisdom" (aocpiTj), Xenophanes takes into consideration primarily
"strength and endurance" of both men and horses (pcu/xij in lines 11, 14, 18), not the
athletes' skill as well. He himself states that foot-racing ranks the highest (roTrep iarl
npoTiiMov, 1 7) among men's deeds of strength in competitions. And from the word-order
in line 1 2 {dvSpwv tjS' ittttojv) it becomes clear that strength of horses is of less value than
that of men.
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What is emphatically rejected is "physical strength," pojix-q (three times:
II, 14, 18). What is very much on the poet's mind is ttoXis (four times: 9,
ig, 20, 22). A clear voice for reappraisal of traditional values in the city is
raised, a firm request for reform is unmistakable. The well-established
custom (vo/it'^erai, 13) of highest rewards for victorious athletes is both
utterly arbitrary (ciVtJi ixdXa.) and unjust (ouSe Si'/catav, 13). Euripides
(fr. 282 Nauck2, from Autolycus, ap. Athen. 413 C) had correctly under-
stood Xenophanes' message (as Athenaeus had already seen)
:
( I ) KuKwv yap ovTcov fxvpLCJV Ka9^ 'EXXdSa
ovSev KOLKLOV ioTiv dOXrjTCJV y€vovs.
(13) ifxefjujjdixrjv 8e Kal tov 'EW'qvojv vofiov,
OL TaJvS' eKari avXXoyov TTOLOvp.evoi
TLp-iba dxp€Lovs {rjSovd^} Satro? •(iniSovres') x^pi-^-^^
And why is the established custom of high rewards for Olympic winners
wrong and unjust ? Because it reverses the scale of values in the city by
placing "physical strength" (pai/xT/) above "wholesome wisdom" {rj dyadrj
aotpir), 14). For there can be no prosperity for a city {ivhaipLovirj, implied
by the plain utilitarian phrase, "this is not vjhzX fattens the chambers of
the city," 22) without a good government (evvofilr), 19). And no athlete can
provide such a government (no matter how strong and successful at the
contests he may be) : it can come only from citizens instructed by such
enlightening bard-sages as Xenophanes himself {rjp,€T€prj aocpir], 12) or,
say, as Solon. 21 In short, the message of the whole poem boils down to this:
"Only a useful wisdom (such a one as my own) can bring about good
government (on which the well-being of the city depends) : no athlete's
strength can."
Both the Platonic Socrates and Euripides shared Xenophanes' view.
Socrates (Plato Apology 36 d 5, referred to by Buchholz, I, 66), claimed
that an educator of the citizens deserves to be awarded the public atTTjats
much more than do Olympic winners; for he makes the citizens happy in
20
"The Greeks call an assembly for the athletes' sake and pay the honor to these useless
men after granting them the favor of free feast [i.e., ev TTpvraveicoi aiTeladai]." The text
as transmitted does not seem to make sense. C. B. Gulick {Athenaeus, Loeb, IV, p. 373)
translates: "and pay them the honour of useless pleasures to grace a feast." The word
qSovas seems to be out of place here
—
probably a makeshift introduced after imSovres
had been mistakenly dropped. Another makeshift is to be found in line 23 {infra) : {aras}
for the lost <aAA'> avSpas (Nauck).
21 ewofilr] (19) may or may not be reminiscent of Solon 4.32 West Evvo/jlit], but
6r]noaici)v KTfdvoiv (8) does seem to recall Kredvuiv. . . Srjfioalwv of Solon 4.12, as E. Diehl
and more recently A. Lumpe {Rhein. Mus. 98 [1955] 378) have pointed out. And Xeno-
phanes may have known of Solon's reform imposing limits on the rewards for victorious
athletes (see infra).
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full truth, while the athletes do so only in seeming: ovk eoO" on. jxaXXov . . .
vpeTTec ovTCjJs ios rov tolovtov avBpa [scil. as Socrates the educator is, 36 c 5
imx^ipcov €KaoTOV vjxcjv Treideiv ktX.\ iv TTpuraveioji aiTelodai, ttoXv ye piaXXov
rj et rts vixojv Ittttojl t) ouvajpiSi iq ^euyei vevtKTjKev 'OAu/XTrtaatv o [X€v yap Vfias
TToiet evSuLpLovas SoKelu elvai, iyaj 8e elvai.^^ Euripides (fr. 282.23—28),
expanded Xenophanes' thought:
<(aAA') avSpas - x XP'^ aofpovs re KayaOovs
cpvXXois arecpeodai )(a)OTL5 rjyeiTai rroXet,
(25) KocXXiOTa aojifpwv kol St'/caio? lov avrjp,
oans T€ fivdoi.9 epy' a-naXXdaaei KaKcc
p,d)(as T acpaipcjv Kac araaeLS. roiavra yap
TToAei re irdarji iraoi 6^ "EXXrjOiv KaXd.'^^
In addition, Isocrates {Paneg. 4.1-2, referred to by Karsten, 64) and
Diodorus of Sicily (9.2.5) seem to echo the sentiment of Socrates and
Euripides. Isocrates does so by proclaiming, tojv fxkv ydp ddXrjToJv St?
roaavTTjv pajp.r}v Xa^ovriov ov6ev av ttX4ov yevoiro toi? dXXoi^, evos Se dv8p6s €v
cppov-qaavTos diTavTe's av d-n-oXauoeiav ol^ouXopavoL Koivojvelv ttj? eKeivov Siavolas,
while Diodorus states, otl 6 EoXujv rjyeiTO tovs fxev nvKras Kal araStets' Kal
Tovs aXXovs dOXrjTCC? jUi^Sev d^ioXoyov ovpL^dXXeoOai rals noXeai irpos oior-qpiav,
Tovs Se (ppovT^aei Kal dperrji. Siacpepovras fxopovs hvvaodai rds irarpihas €v to is
KLvSvvois BiacpuXdrreiv.
Now, the fact that the well-being of a city depends on its good govern-
ment was common knowledge in Xenophanes' time:
avTol S' evvofxirjiai noXiv Kdra KaXXtyvvaiKa
Koipaveovo' , 6X^09 Se ttoXv^ Kal ttXovtos orriqhel.
{Homeric Hymn 30.1 1 f.)
But the idea that good government depends on wholesome instruction by
an enlightener, not on glory of reigning Olympic victors, seems to be
Xenophanes' original contribution.
At this point we should dismiss an exaggerated notion, introduced by
Bowra (28 f), shared by H. Bengtson,^^ and expanded by Eisenstadt
(68 f )—that unjustified rewards for the athletes will encourage v^pi? on
the part of dissatisfied citizens. Bowra wrote, "In general hUaios means
that which belongs to the established order of things and is for that reason
22 Compare, e.g., Aeschylus Septem 592, ov yap SoKelv apiaros, aAA' elvM diXei (Plato,
Republic 2, 361 by).
23 Eisenstadt 7 1 f. seems to go too far in making Euripides depend on Xenophanes
B I.21-23.
24 Die olympischen Spiele in der Antike (Zurich, 1971) 68.
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to be approved. Its opposite, ccSlkos, is applied to whatever breaks this
order and is associated with /cdpo? and vjSpis.^' "For him [i.e., Solon]
Evvo/jiir) is practically a state of mind, or at least a political condition
produced by a state of mind. And it is something like this to which
Xenophanes refers when he says that athletic success does not put a city
fjLccXXov €v evvofxirji. He means that so far from creating that modest frame
ofmind which is the essence of social stability, the honours paid to athletes
will encourage v^pis"
But this is not what we have in Xenophanes' text. I have in niind
especially lines 15 and 19:
oti're yap el TTVKrrjs ayados Xaoloc ixereL-q,
Tovv€K€V av 8r} fiaXXov iv evvo^irji ttoXis etrj.
As I have already said, Xenophanes' position is that of a pragmatic
utilitarian. No TraiSoTpt^rjg or yvjxvaaiapxos can teach an athlete the
art/wisdom {aoopir]) ofhow to govern well a city. All he can impart to him
is "physical strength and fitness" (pwfxr]), which is simply not good enough.
As a consequence, the presence of a victorious athlete in the city-govern-
ment (even though he be famous Milon of Croton, athletically active
ca. 540-512 B.C.) will produce neither evvoixi-q nor the ensuing evhanxovirq.
Only the presence in the government of citizens instructed by such a oocpos
as Xenophanes can assure this result. That is why an "effective sage"
{ayado? aocpos) should be valued by the city more highly than an "effective
boxer" (ttvkttjs ayaOos), contrary to the established practice (etKrji /itaAa
TovTo vojLti^erai, 1 3). The current reversal of values proved to be counter-
productive in practice. That is why it is unjust (owSe 61/caiav, 13).
Eisenstadt gave a new twist to Bowra's u)3pt?-interpretation of the
poem: "The violence of athletic strength, exemplified in the person of the
Olympionikes, is not a fit object of public honor because of its disturbing
effect on the passions of the audience. At the very least, the sight of the
athlete is not the best paradigm of emotional tranquillity and hence the
city is not 'more in good order.'" Against such a narrow interpretation of
the poem it suffices to say that it leaves unexplained the presence of such
a key-phrase as maiveiv /xu^ow -iroXeojs (22), and that the presence in the
city of an excellent foot-racer (notice the preference given to "swiftness of
foot," lines i and 17-18) does not suggest any "disturbing effect on the
passions of the audience."
Hocpirj (12 and 14). Ever since Karsten's remark of 1830, ^'aofpir] dicitur
poetarum ars et sapientia, qua olim omnis tam privatarum quam publi-
carum rerum disciplina continebatur" [Xenophanis reliquiae 63), scholars
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have been divided in trying to decide which sense prevails here—"poetic
skill and art" or its content, "a practical wisdom." (Untersteiner's
rendering, "capacita di conoscere," "abilita conoscitiva," 113-115, may
well be left alone.) J. Burnet, O. Gigon ("Dichterkunst"), G. S. Kirk,
D. A. Campbell and many others have preferred the former, and W. K. C.
Guthrie writes, ". . . claiming that their [the athletes'] physical feats are
of far less worth than 'my art.' . . . This claim is characteristic of a poet of
the time, and would have been made equally by Solon or Theognis."25
On the other hand, Diels ("Wissen"), Reinhardt ("Weisheit"), J. Defradas
("science") and others have preferred the latter meaning.
Having in mind this very genre of paraenetic elegies (such as B i and
B 2), Frankel and Bowra happily combined both senses. The former
rendered oocpi-q with "Weisheitskunst" ("skill or wisdom") ;26 the latter
wrote (18) : "Since he was writing a special kind of poetry, it must be to
his excellence in this that he refers, and we are wrong to assume that he
meant either poetry as such or knowledge as such. He meant the philo-
sophical and critical poetry which he himself wrote and which he believed
to be worthy of better rewards than it got."
I prefer, however, to believe that "wisdom" prevails here over "poetic
skill," if aya^o? in line 14 (17 ayaOrj aotplrj) means much the same as in
line 15 (ttvkttjs ayados)—"effective, capable," thus reflecting Xeno-
phanes' utilitarian pragmatism. It is the content of his poetry which
promises to enlighten the citizens, teaching them how to govern their city
so that prosperity may follow. In short, Xenophanes' ayaOr) aocpirj says
much the same as "his traveling thought," ^XrjaTpit,ovT€? ifjLrjv tppovTiS' av*
'EXXaha yfju (B 8.2).27 The practical wisdom of a sage may be meant. 28
Xenophanes is evidently at pains to give a fairly complete list of
Olympic events. He does so by listing them in chronological order, not in the
sequence of contests at Olympic Games (where the chariot-race was the
opening, not the last event). 29 The only exception is the chariot-race, the
25 A History of Greek Philosophy, I (Cambridge, 1962) 364.
26 Dichtung und Philosophie 375 f. and 607 (English translation, 330 and 528, but
"wisdom" on p. 329).
2'' M. Marcovich, Antiquite Vivante i (1951) 1 17-120, against "care, anxiety" (LSJ)
;
"meine Sorge" (Diels-Kranz) ; "my cares" (Guthrie, HGP I, 363) ; "mein sorgenschweres
Herz," "Sorge und Not" (Ziegler, n. i, supra, 289 n. i and 290).
28 The sentiment that "wisdom" here prevails over "poetic skill" is shared by Boris
Gladigow, Sophia und Kosmos (Diss. Tubingen, 1962), Hildesheim, 1965 {Spoudasmata, i) 35^
and by Friedrich Maier, Der Zotpos-Begriff etc. (Diss. Munich, 1970) 40-43.
29 Frankel {Wege 336) is half wrong, half correct when writing: "Es ist die Reihenfolge
in der sich die Kampfe abspielten, und zugleich die historische Reihenfolge der
Einsetzung."
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mention of which is postponed probably because it involves the pco/j-r) of
horses, not ofmen. Incidentally, Xenophanes refers only to the four-horsed
chariot-race (unlike the distinction made by Socrates in Plato Apology
36 d 5), for the two-horsed one was introduced to the Olympic Games
long after Xenophanes' death (in 408 B.C.). Most probably, the "fleetness
of foot" comprises all running events (after all, Xenophanes is writing
poetr)^, not an Olympic program). Therefore, Bowra's dating of the poem
before 520 B.C., the year in which the race in armor—absent in Xeno-
phanes—was introduced to the Olympic Games (Problems 16), need not
be accepted: this running event too may be implied by "swiftness of
foot. "30 The chronological order of events (i, 2, 3, 4, 5) in lines 1-5 is
inverted to some extent in lines 15-17 (with the omission of the umbilicus—
pankration
—
possibly because it consists of wrestling plus boxing, which
have already been mentioned), forming a chiastic scheme (4, 2, 3, i), as
Frankel had pointed out.^i Here is a table of Olympic events. 32
vmpiad
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difference between athletic skill and military fitness. In spite of such
common disciplines as javelin-throwing, horse-racing, and race-in-armor,
athletic training failed to provide skilled, brave and enduring soldiers, able
to stand the hardships of war. As Plutarch {Philopoemen 3.2-4) summed
it up, aOX-qTiKOV UTpariioriKOV ocojxa Kol ^iov Siacpepeiv rois iraoi, /xaAtCTxa Se
Slairav iripav koL aoK-qaiv elvai. It would be no surprise if this difference
was first discovered at Sparta. Now Tyrtaeus wrote
:
(i) Out' av iJ,vr]oaifxrjv ovt iv Adytut avSpa Tcdetrjv
OVT€ TToScOV ap€Trjs OVT€ TTaXaLfJLOCWrj?
,
ouS' et KvkXcottcov fxev exoi [xdyeOog re ^crjv re,
VLKcoLT] Se Oeoju ©prjLKiov Boperjv . . .
(9) ov8^ et TTUoav €xoi 86^av ttXtjv OovpiSos ocXktjs-
( ' 5) $vv6v S' iadXov TOVTO ttoXtjI re Travrl re Srjfxojt,
oans dvrjp SiajSa? eV npajxaxoioi fxevrji
Va)X€^€OJS . . .
Jaeger argued that Xenophanes B 2 was "obviously inspired" by
Tyrtaeus 12 ("offenbar von ihm inspiriert").^^ He adduced two reasons
for this assumption: (i) The first lines of Xenophanes' elegy show a
striking similarity with the elegy of Tyrtaeus ("Der Eingang . . . ist von
schlagender Aehnlichkeit mit der Elegie des Tyrtaios"). And (2), what is
decisive is that both of them use the same reason for the preference given
to the true aperij: the welfare of the polis, "Was aber fiir den Einfluss des
Tyrtaios auf Xenophanes entscheidend ist, das ist die Begriindung des
Vorrangs der aocplr] vor den agonalen aperal. [Xenophanes B 2.15-22].
Auch hier ist das Wohl der Polis zum Massstab des Werts der apcri]
gemacht."
Neither reason is decisive. The similarity between the beginning lines
of both elegies is not striking, and the criterion of "what is profitable to
the common welfare of the polis" ("der Nutzen fiir das gemeine Wohl der
Polis") is not sufficiently emphasized in Tyrtaeus. For, line 15 (built upon
Homeric formulas, ^vvov Se kukov TToXeeaai plus TraTpi re acDi ^eya TrfjpLa
jToX-qi T€ TTavTL T€ STj/xojt, lUcd 1 6.262 and 3.50, as E. Diehl had pointed
out) does not bear the same force in Tyrtaeu-s' poem as does the final line
of Xenophanes' message, ov yap maivet ravra ixvxovs TvoXecus-^'*
But even if Xenophanes knew of Tyrtaeus' poem, there are significant
33 W. Jaeger, "Tyrtaios iiber die wahre apeTT]," SB Berlin, 1932, 23, 537-568, esp.
556 ff. = Scripta Minora (Rome, i960), II, 100 ff. = Five Essays (Montreal, 1966) 128 ff.
34 Compare also Campbell 178, "Jaeger's view that for Tyrtaeus 'there is only one
standard of true arete—the state' is also misleading . . .," and C. M. Bowra, Early Greek
Elegists (Harvard U.P., 1938) 66, "In Hector, Homer certainly created a man like
Tyrtaeus' ideal. ..."
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differences between them. First, Tyrtaeus gives preference to "fierce
courage on battlefield" (9, dovpLs aA/c7j) over athletic skill, while Xeno-
phanes replaces "warlike prowess" by "wholesome wisdom" : there is none
of the martial ethics of Tyrtaeus and Heraclitus in Xenophanes (compare
B i).35 And second, Xenophanes proves to be much more realistic than
Tyrtaeus (for who in Greece would think of abolishing all awards for the
Olympic winners?). Tyrtaeus' first line is radical, "No public memory in
poetry, and certainly no esteem whatsoever for the best athlete unless he
is a good warrior too." Xenophanes is pragmatic and moderate instead:
the words ovk ecuv a^ios woTrep eytu and rjixeTep-q oocplr] afxeivoiv (B 2.1 1— 12)
do not imply "no rewards for the Olympic winners whatsoever," but only
"they deserve lower rewards than those to be given to a good educator."
All Xenophanes wants is a reappraisal of the values traditionally (but
wrongly and unjustly) established in the polls.
Xenophanes shared this social need for moderate reform with Solon, who
is reported to have introduced a measure curtailing excessive rewards for
victorious athletes by fixing the allowance at 500 drachmai for an Olympic
winner, 100 for an Isthmian one, and so on; and Diogenes Laertius
continues (1. 55), "For it is in bad taste to increase the rewards for these
victors, but rather only those for the fallen in battle, whose sons, in
addition, should be maintained and educated at the state's expense"
(aireipoKaXov yap to e^aipeiv ras tovtwv Tifxds, aXXa fjiovwv iKelvcjv rajv ev
TToXefiois TcXevTrjoavTcov , Sv koI tovs vlovs S-qpLoalai Tpecp^adai /cat TraiSeveadai).
While Plato, in Apology 36 d 5 and Republic 2, 377 b-378 d, was doubt-
less under the spell ofXenophanes' elegies (B 2 and B i), no such influence
is visible in Republic 3 and in Laws 7 and 8, where Plato deals with the
physical education of the future soldiers only to dismiss athletic training
as inappropriate. It is now Tyrtaeus who inspires him with his virtus
bellica. Plato calls him Tvpraiov t6v (pvaei p.kv ^Ad-qvalov and twice quotes
from his elegy 12 {Laws i, 629 ab; 2, 660 e-66i a). Here is the way Plato
feels about the athletic training : nepl andvTiov tu)v dycovcov rdv yvpjviKojv, ws
00a fx€v avTcov TTpos TToXefiov iartv dya)viap.aTa imTTjSevTeov Kal dereov aOXa
VLKrjT-qpia, 00a Se fx-q, ;^atp€iv iareov (Laws 8, 832 e l). Kal 8rj to. ye Kara
ndX-qv a fiev ^Avralos r} KepKva>v ev Ti^vaLs eauTa)^' avvear-qaavTO (piXoviKtas
dxprjcFTOv x^P''^' 1 TTvypL-qs ^Ett€i6s tj "Ajj-vkos, ovSev xPV^i'H-'^ ^'"'^ TToXifxov
Koivojviav ovTa, ovk a^ia Xoyojt, Koafxeiv (Laws "], 795 e 7)- *H oi>x opais otl
KadevSoval re rov ^iov (sc. 01 dQXr\rai) Kal, lav apLiKpa eK^coaiv r^s rerayixevrjs
35 Compare Frankel {Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy 338), "The elegist, like Xeno-
phanes, vigorously controverts the devotion to athletics, but he follows a very different line.
He has no notion of claiming a leading role for the intellect, and he cares little for skill in
words: arete for him is most fully realized in courage shown in battle."
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SiaiTTjs, fieydXa Kal aq)68pa voaovoiv ovroi ol aaKrjral.; 'Opcb. Kofjufjorepas S-q
Tivos, ^v S' iyo), aoK'qaeojs Set rols TToXe/jiiKois adXrjrals . • (Republic 3, 404
a 5). Avrd ye fjLTjv rd yvjjLvdaia Kal tovs ttovovs Trpos to dvpioeihks rfjs cpvoeojs
^XeTTOJV KocKeivo eyeipcov vovijaei /jidXXov -^ TTpos loxvv, ovx cjorrep ol dXXoi
dOXrjTal pw/jLT^s eve/ca airca Kal ttovovs fieraxeipieiTai, (410 b 5).
Of course, these passages also reflect the reaction of fifth-century
medical literature to the shortcomings of athletic training, with its over-
specialization and exaggerations in dietetics; this reaction is best sum-
marized by Hippocrates De alimento 34, hidOeais dOXrjTiKTj ov cpvoer
€^i? vyieivT) Kpeoacov eV irdoi {"The physical condition of the athletes is
not natural : a healthy state of body is superior in every respect," appro-
priately quoted by Galen, Protrept. 10 and 11), and by Socrates ap.
Xenophon, Symp. 2.17, aAAa rravrl StaTTOvcuv TcDt aajfjiari vdu loopponov
TTOteiV.^^
But long before Plato connected Xenophanes' "wisdom of an educator
of citizens" with Tyrtaeus' virtus bellica and contrasted them with athletic
training and skill, Euripides had done the same in his Autolycus, where he
combines lines echoing Xenophanes' B 2 (fr. 282.13-15 and 23-25, quoted
above) with verses of Tyrtaean sentiment
:
( 1 6) Tis ydp TTaXaiaas eu, rt? wkvvovs dvrjp
rj Slokov dpas t] yvddov iraiaa? KaXios
TToAet Trarpcocai, orecpavov 7JpK€0€v Xa^uiv;
TTorepa fxaxovvTai TToXepbioiaiv iv x^polv
(20) 810KOVS exovTeg r) St^x'/' dc7TL8a>v X^P'-
6eLVovT€s €K^aXovcL TToXepiiOVS Trdrpas
;
ouSet? aihripov TavTa fxwpaivei Tre'Aa?. {ards)^^
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36 Compare H. Kanter, "Platos Anschauungen iiber Gymnastik," Progr. Gymn.
Graudenz (Leipzig, 1886) 3-22. J. Jiithner, Philostratos iiber Gymnastik (Leipzig, 1909;
reprint 1969) 30-43 and 51-59.
37 For sure, the Euripidean eclectic cento also reflects Hippocratic attacks on over-eating
as part of athletic training and diet (well summed up by Galen, Proptrepticus 11), in the
same way in which Plato, Republic 3, 404 a 5 (quoted above), ridicules the required over-
sleeping of the athletes: ttws yap Sans ear avrip
\
yvdOov re SovXos vrjSvos 6' rjaoTjfievos
|
KTTjaaiT' av oX^ov els imep^oXijv Trarpos
;
